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Abstract
The goal of this work has been to evaluate the possibility to use mathematical modelling
to characterize the capability and reliability of automated eddy current inspections. The
safety in aerospace propulsion is critical. Components that are critical for the operation
are therefore designed to withstand material degradation. This is verified through the
use of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods. The NDE methods are characterized
in a statistical manner by probability of detection (POD) assessments. The result will
be different when evaluating different materials, geometries, defect types and also by the
specified procedure settings. This is in principle leading to a costly and time consuming
campaign for every new NDE application. Eddy current evaluation is one of the most
applied methods for NDE of aero engine components and is studied within this work. The
nature of the method is complex and there is therefore a need for deeper understanding
that may be gained from mathematical models. Such models can have several objectives
as for example procedure and equipment optimization or understanding of the method
capability and reliability. This work focus on the model based estimation of method
capability as the method is applied in a realistic and automated procedure. The finite
element method is used for prediction of the eddy current interaction with defects. The
work has shown that tight fatigue cracks can be modelled together with the variations of
a realistic procedure with good accuracy. Bridging electrical contacts between the faces of
the fatigue crack can be captured in a finite element model and is important for a relevant
description of the flaw. The influencing procedure parameters with their variability can
also be included in the mathematical description resulting in a prediction of the POD
as a function of defect size. The model based POD approach has the potential to be an
important part in characterization of NDE methods applied to evaluate the structural
integrity of components in the future.
Three papers are included in this thesis. The first presents the methodology in the set up
of a 3D model of eddy current NDE. The second paper concerns the description of the
realistic fatigue crack, evaluated in both models and in experiments. The third paper
shows a comparison between an experimental and a model based POD assessment.
Keywords: Non-destructive Evaluation, Eddy Current, Finite Element Modelling, Probability of Detection, Model Based Probability of Detection
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Thesis
This thesis consists of an extended summary and the following appended papers:

Paper A

A. Rosell and G. Persson (2011). “Modelling a Differential Sensor in Eddy
Current Non-destructive Evaluation”. In: Proceedings of the COMSOL
Conference. COMSOL Conference (Stuttgart, Germany). isbn: 978-09839688-0-1

Paper B

A. Rosell and G. Persson (2012a). “Finite Element Modelling of Closed
Cracks in Eddy Current Testing”. In: International Journal of fatigue 41,
pp. 30–38

Paper C

A. Rosell and G. Persson (2012b). “Comparison of Experimental and
Model Based POD in a Simplified Eddy Current Procedure”. In: 18th
World Conference on Nondestructive Testing (Durban, South Africa).
(Accepted for publication in conference proceedings)

All papers are written with co-author. I have carried out all computations, experimental
work and have written the papers. An other contribution related to this work is
L. Larsson and A. Rosell (2011). “The transition matrix method for a 2D
eddy current interaction problem”. In: Review of progress in quantitative
nondestructive evaluation (Burlington, Vermont). (To be published in
conference proceedings)
The extended summary is in turn divided in six chapters. The first is an introduction
to the current work. The second is describing eddy current non-destructive evaluation
and the important aspects of the method that relate to modelling. The third chapter
describes the numerical modelling using finite elements and how this is applied as a tool
for prediction of eddy current measurements. This chapter contains also solutions to some
typical probe - flaw interactions. The fourth chapter describes the statistical concepts
of probability of detection and how this is used in capability estimation of eddy current
procedures. The fifth chapter summarizes the contributions in the appended papers. The
final chapter of the extended summary presents the main conclusions and the way forward
in the field of eddy current modelling.
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Introduction

Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) is referring to the range of methods, together with
their procedures, that are used to assure the integrity of components and structures
without damaging their further use. The methods have in the past relied on the skill and
experience of operators. Eddy current (EC) evaluation is one of the most applied methods
for NDE. The method is suitable for automated procedures and has the benefit of being
environmentally friendly compared to other sometimes interchangeable methods such as
florescent penetrant inspection (FPI). As the nature of the method is complex, there is a
need for a deeper understanding that may be gained from mathematical models. Such
models give the possibilities to understand, optimize and also quantify the capability and
reliability of the method.

1.1

Background and motivation

Volvo Aero Corporation is designing and manufacturing a large number of components
for use in jet-engines and gas turbines. The design commitment puts demands on the
quality assurance of components in a life-cycle perspective. A short summary may set
this commitment in the context of development in the field of NDE. The first attempts
to fly were conducted more than one hundred years ago. Since then there has been a
tremendous development of airborne vehicles that now serve as one of the most important
links between people around the globe. It was early identified that aircrafts must put
safety first in all aspects. This has become more important as airborne travel has increased
over the years. The airplanes used today are one of the most challenging structures that
exist. They are optimized for safe operation and efficient use with a constant challenge
of lowering the environmental impact. During the first fifty years of aircraft usage, the
critical parts of an airplane were designed to withstand the ultimate loads that could
appear during operation. This included safety factors, if for example there would be
weaknesses in the structural parts. Several accidents during the 50’s and 60’s showed that
fatigue and material degradation must be considered in designing critical components used
in the aircrafts (ASIAC 1980; Wanhill 2002). The approach of damage tolerance design
was adopted and maintenance and overhaul became even more important (Singh 2000).
In order to ensure the structural integrity of components and structures, various NDE
techniques are employed. This minimizes the risk of having flaws that may grow beyond
critical sizes during operation. The capability of the NDE methods is characterized in a
statistical manner. The largest defects that may go undetected are used as input for design
of critical components. The characterization of NDE methods is carried out through
so-called probability of detection (POD) assessments. The outcome from such assessment
is in principle a curve stating the detection probability as a function of defect size.
The result will be different when evaluating different methods, components, materials,
geometries, defect types and also by the specified procedure settings, for example if
inspection is carried out manually or with a high level of automation. This is leading
to a costly and time consuming campaign for, in principle, every new NDE application.
A large number of set ups has to be used in order to get a good statistical estimate of
1

the POD. The procedure also includes a large number of real defects. A mathematical
description and a methodology of using models for the statistical estimation of POD
may significantly reduce the cost and time needed for purely experimental assessments.
The model based approach may also allow a thorough analysis of the effect on POD
from the parameters of the inspection procedure. This can give an efficient tool for
optimization and understanding of inspection procedures. The model based approach may
sometimes represent the only possibility to get insight or verify special inspections. This
includes for example if the desired defects are difficult to retrieve in order to carry out a
valid experimental POD estimation. The demands of light weight, reliable aero engine
components as well as the design responsibility are requiring increased knowledge of the
applied inspection methods. Efficient inspection methods and tools for their capability
assessments are therefore important in order to achieve a better market position and
improve competitiveness.

1.2

Scope and approach for the current work

Numerical modelling of the EC method has been developed since the 60’s (Auld and
Moulder 1999). It was early shown that such methods could be used to predict flaw
response characteristics. The goal here is to continue this development in order to build
a model capable of predicting the POD corresponding to a realistic, automated EC
procedure. This means to construct a POD curve based on a real procedure but created
by a mathematical model of the underlying physical principles. The research question for
this work has been:
How can a mathematical model be used to predict the probability of
detection for automated eddy current procedures?
This work focuses on procedures for detection of surface-breaking fatigue cracks. The
materials considered are nonmagnetic and crack sizes are around one millimetre. The
finite element method (FEM) is used for describing the EC method in a mathematical
model. This technique represents one of several mathematical techniques for solving the
underlying equations which describe the governing physical principles. This choice is
based on the possibility to include complex geometries in order to arrive at predications
of configurations close to reality. The method allows a more realistic description of the
part but may also be one of the few possibilities for modelling of the true, individual
flaw. The crack represents a local variation in the material and the model is restricted to
the volume of the magnetic field in proximity to the flaw. Models created with a high
number of parameters are studied. The goal is to reach a comparison between real and
modelled POD assessments in realistic procedures. This involves the understanding of
how to model real defects and to include process variations. It was therefore decided
at an early stage to use a commercial software package for the three dimensional finite
element analysis.

2

2
2.1

Eddy Current Non-destructive evaluation
Introduction

This chapter serves as a short review of the eddy current method as it is used for NDE.
The different aspects described give the framework for modelling of the method and also
to POD assessments. The applications studied in this work relates to surface inspection
of paramagnetic materials evaluating small (∼1 mm) surface breaking fatigue cracks.
Experimental work with the method is carried out for validation purposes within the
work presented. A description of the experimental set up and applied analysis tools are
therefore described briefly in this context. Some references are given in the text but for
general information it is recommended to consult for example (Udpa and Moore 2004;
McMaster et al. 1986; Blitz 1997; Shull 2002; Cecco et al. 1983; Hagemaier 1990).

2.2

General principles

Eddy current is an electromagnetic method used for non-destructive evaluation of materials.
An alternating current (AC) is applied to a conductive element which generates a magnetic
field surrounding the eddy current probe. The frequency of the field is usually ranging
from a few kHz to several MHz for typical NDE applications. The magnetic field interacts
with the material under test, which must have the physical properties that enable changes
in the magnetic field that correspond to the variable of interest. The eddy current method
evaluates thus only conductive materials even though this also includes low conductivity
materials such as graphite-epoxy composites. The magnetic field from the probe is
inducing electrical currents (eddy currents) in the test object and the measurement is
a description of the state of these. Changes are depending on variations of electric
conductivity and permeability in the volume of the magnetic field. The field and thus
also the induced currents are decreasing fast into the depth of a conductive material. The
method is therefore applied for measurements of properties or detection of defects close to
the surface. The response of the applied magnetic field can reveal information of material
conditions such as hardness, thickness, presence of corrosion, or defects such as porosity
and cracks. The eddy current system measures this response of the material property,
which is causing changes in the induced currents, as a variation of probe impedance.
The variation is presented, after signal conditioning, on the display of the eddy current
instrument. The output impedance must in general be interpreted through the use of
a reference, which is an important part of any eddy current measurement. There are
several steps of technique optimization which have an impact on the usage and application
ranging from the probe to the inspection set up, frequency, the material under test
and finally the expected flaw characteristics. Maxwell’s equations describe the physical
laws behind eddy current NDE. The equations are not given here but are described
in textbooks regarding electromagnetic field theory, the formulation for eddy current
problems is presented in Paper B.
3

2.3

History in short

Eddy current evaluation has its roots in discoveries made more than 150 years ago. In 1831
both Joseph Henry and Michael Faraday discovered the phenomenon of electromagnetic
induction. The principles behind these laws of nature were later explained by James
Clerk Maxwell in his formulation of electromagnetic field theory in 18641 . The first
practical eddy current test was conducted by David E. Hughes who 1879 used the
telephone invented three years earlier as a device for producing signals corresponding to
the imbalance between two pairs of coils (Hughes 1879). Hughes measured the electrical
conductivity of different metals using copper as a reference value. This approach has lead
to a conductivity unit described by the percentage of this reference in the International
Annealed Copper Standard (IACS). Rapid technological developments during World
War II demanded non-destructive testing techniques. During this time the modern eddy
current equipment was formed by Friedrich Förster. He developed precise theories for
many basic eddy current tests and pioneered the impedance plane display in the early 40’s
(Förster 1983). He developed many specialized solutions and laid the foundation of one of
the biggest advantages of eddy current inspection; the precise theoretical descriptions. A
more complete list of Förster’s contributions are summarized in the first edition of the
NDT Handbook (McMaster 1959). The electrical signal handling and instrumentation
have gone a long way from the use of impedance plane curves introduced by Förster in the
40’s and further, with the microprocessors in the 70’s, to now use the capacity of modern
computers. This allows every technical application to be customized for its purpose. The
development has created possibilities to work with signal processing ranging from filtering
and statistical noise reduction to inverse modelling (Auld et al. 1988; Udpa and Udpa
1996) and neural networks (Song and Shin 2000; Ren and Ida 2002). The technique is now
allowing the user to tailor the instrument characteristics to the application very effectively.
Eddy current is today one of the most employed methods of non-destructive evaluation.

2.4

Probes

Construction of a suitable probe is a procedure that has large impact on understanding
the operation principles of the eddy current application. The object under test is in
general placed under the probe for inspection on open surfaces (some difference in the
discussion holds for tubular, wire or similar inspections). It is therefore desirable to direct
the magnetic field towards the surface under the probe. This implies that the current
carrying element of the probe usually is wound into a coil and that ferromagnetic materials
can be used for shielding the field in the other directions. Ferromagnetic material placed
inside the coil will give a focusing effect to the applied field. The ferrite will also enhance
the magnetic field strength inside the probe and is widely used in order to increase the
signal to noise ratio. A ferromagnetic core may also serve better against wear as the probe
1 The equations are appearing in his four part article On physical lines of force published in 1861 and
1862. The original set of equations is first formulated in A Dynamical theory of the electromagnetic field
in 1864, published 1865. His work on the theory of electromagnetism is finally summarized in the book A
Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism which was published in 1873.
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is scanned over a test object surface, Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tape is also widely
used as a protective and replaceable layer. The copper coil is usually placed inside an
epoxy body and the winding has a thin isolating layer for protection of currents flowing
between the wound layers of the coil.

The coil that is carrying the external current can also serve as sensor of changes in
impedance. In that case called an absolute probe, see figure 2.1. However it is also
common to use another coil for sensing or to measure the impedance difference between
two or more coils. This can be extended to the construction of array or matrix probes to
gain larger coverage in a single scan (Grimberg et al. 2006). Specialized probes may have
complex geometries and can also be sensitive to the direction of the scan, for example when
optimized for detection of defects below the surface (Stepinski 2002; Uchanin 2001). There
are also probes that are developed for specialized inspections, for example welds (Noritaka
et al. 2006). The sensing elements, which usually are coils, can be replaced by Hall or
giant magneto-resistive (GMR) sensors, especially to get higher sensitivity at low frequencies (Dogaru and Smith 2001). Probes produced as printed circuits are also developing
as well as specific assemblies that give possibilities to adapt to curved surfaces (Marchand et al. 2010), or the so-called Meandering Winding Magnetometer (Goldfine and al.
2005). The magnetic field exciter and the receiving element must be included in a mathematical model of the EC inspection, which therefore may need a complex probe description.

Figure 2.1: Cross section of an absolute eddy current probe with ferrite core and shielding.
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It is important to ensure a good coupling of the generated magnetic field to the object that
is inspected and the volume where defects might occur. The positioning of the probe must
be as close to the surface as possible, with an optimal alignment. The distance between
the test surface and the probe is referred to as lift-off. This parameter must be kept of
the order of 0.1 mm, when the EC method is applied to small cracks, see figure 3.14 on
page 26. The tilt angle of the probe i.e. the difference between the probe axis and surface
normal has an impact similar to that of lift-off for small angles (Zhang et al. 2008). If the
surface of the test object is curved there will be a similar reduction in the coupling of the
magnetic field to the object under test. It is important to point out that it is often crucial
to keep these variable under control and as constant as possible as the probe is scanned
over a surface. Therefore, it is common to put the probe directly on the surface during a
scan even if it in principle would be possible to inspect without being in contact with the
component. It is common practice to use a spring load on the probe to ensure a constant
lift-off against the surface under test. Calibration principles where the probe tilt angle
can be adjusted are also used to ensure that the inspection is carried out under optimal
conditions regarding the positioning. The variation of sensitivity between probes can
be considerable. This must in general be considered in technique capability assessments
and evaluated by use of references. The reason for difference between probes can be
variations in probe assembly, which often is manual in many stages. The influence on the
induced currents arising from some parameters can be evaluated in a mathematical model.
Figure 2.2 shows calculations of the induced surface current density from a typical absolute
probe. There is also possibilities of using for example photoinductive field mapping to
retrieve variations between individual probes experimentally (Moulder and Nakagawa
1992).

(a) Optimal alignment.

(b) Tilt α = 10 ◦ .

(c) Above crack.

Figure 2.2: Induced surface current density from an absolute eddy current probe.
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2.5

The frequency

The frequency of the applied alternating current has a correlation to the design of the
probe as the impedance is measured close to the resonance frequency of the probe circuit.
The probe represents a sensor leg in a bridge-balancing circuit where other parameters
are variable for adaption to the specific electrical properties of the probe. However,
the frequency of the magnetic field will be the same as that of the current in the coil
and the value of this property has a direct impact on the inspection. The impact from
frequency shows some important properties from the underlying physics of eddy current.
Assume that the magnetic field from the probe can be approximated as a plane wave
j(ωt−kz)
directed
, where
p towards a conductive material along the z-axis, Hx = H0x e
k = jωµσ − ω 2 µ, see for example (Shull 2002) for detailed derivations. If we consider
the eddy current application which in general is performed at a single constant frequency
on a conductive material, then σ  ω. This states that the displacement currents can
be ignored, which is a liable approximation since the conduction currents dominate in the
material and the source current in the air region of the eddy current problem (Bossavit
1998). The expression for the induced current density in the conductive material becomes
√ ωµσ
Jy (z) = J0y e−(1+j) 2 z ejωt
(2.1)
Here, J0y represents the current density at the surface. The result shows that the
amplitude of the induced current density decays exponentially into the depth of the
material and also that there is a phase lag. This decay of current is described with the
penetration depth (often called skin depth in electromagnetics)
r
2
(2.2)
δ=
ωµσ
The equation describes the depth where the current density is J0y e−1 or 37% of J0y and
the phase lag 57.3◦ . The penetration depth is depending on the properties of the material
under test as well as the frequency of the applied current of the probe, a parameter that
is controllable. The final choice of frequency depends on the properties of the material
under test and the desired penetration depth of the applied eddy current inspection. For
near surface crack detection purposes it is of the order of the crack depth. The derivations
are however based on a plane wave approximation of the magnetic field from the probe
and under more realistic conditions the actual depth will be smaller, see for example
figure 3.2 on page 18. It is important to bear in mind that the signal strength in a normal
eddy current sensor is proportional to the frequency of the magnetic field. This makes
inspection more difficult at low frequencies. A practical issue is also that a lower frequency
decreases the phase difference between defects and lift-off response. This is displayed in
the impedance plot presented in figure 2.3.
The signal from a fatigue crack is included in figure 2.3 as well as calculated trends that
results from lift-off, ω and σ changes. The normalized impedance plane is constructed by
dividing all values with ωL0 which represents the impedance of the probe in air. Many
turns are used in probe windings for low frequency applications or even other magnetic
7

Normalized impedance plane
1

Increasing
ωσµ

Zy , Reactance ωL/ωL0

0.98

0.96

Increasing
Lift-off

0.94

Crack
response

0.92

0.9

0.88
0

0.01

0.02

0.03

0.04

0.05

Zx , Resistance R/ωL0

Figure 2.3: Trend curves in the impedance plane typical for non-magnetic materials.

sensors such as Hall of GMR as previously mentioned. The frequency should in general be
selected to optimize the signal response with respect to the desired flaw and the sensitivity
to noise factors.

2.6

Material under test

The derivation of the penetration depth reveals the importance of consideration of the
permeability µ and electric conductivity σ. The materials studied within this work are
paramagnetic which imply that µ is close to the permeability of free space µ0 . This is an
important limitation of the work as this reduces the physical problem to only consider
linear materials in contrast to nonlinear materials which show hysteresis effects. The small
magnitude of the magnetic fields associated with eddy current inspection allows, however,
good approximation with a constant permeability even for ferromagnetic materials including the ferrite material in the probe (Bossavit 1998). The electric conductivity σ is in
most applications a constant material property but can vary significantly for example in
coarse grained Titanium alloys (Blodgett et al. 2000). Figure 2.4 presents a surface plot
of the measured impedance amplitude over the interface between cast (left) and welded
(right) Ti-6AL-4V material. The grain structure in the cast material introduces noise
due to inhomogeneous and anisotropic conductivity (Neighbor 1969). In addition to this
the conductivity responds to an applied mechanical stress. The material is then showing
magneto-resistive characteristics. This has been shown to occur in both Titanium alloys
and Nickel-based super alloys (Blodgett and Nagy 2004; Feng et al. 2006). All the possible
parameters influencing the magnetic material properties can be a source of noise. An
eddy current system may, however, present a solution for evaluation of such parameters.
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Figure 2.4: Impedance amplitude as a function of probe coordinate. The variation arise
due to conductivity variations in cast (left) and welded (right) Ti-6AL-4V, respectively.

2.7

Defects

Probability of detection assessments used for aerospace components are often designed
according to (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009). The procedures used for eddy current testing require
the use of fatigue cracks for capability assessments. These cracks ensure proper capability
estimations both for inspection procedures during maintenance and after manufacturing.
Cracks used in these assessments are often manufactured in the laboratory in order to
achieve a sufficient variation of sizes. Several of the cracks used in this work were broken
open and their shape studied, see figure 2.5. The half circular shape and the almost
perpendicular alignment against the surface are characteristic properties of these cracks.

Figure 2.5: Fatigue crack in Ti-6AL-4V.

The laboratory grown fatigue crack represents a natural crack. However, in eddy current
testing it is common to evaluate, calibrate and train from artificial defects (notches) created
by electrical discharge machining (EDM). These EDM notches are easy to manufacture
in components as references or calibration objects. The width of a small EDM notch is
typically ∼ 50 − 100µm which is considerably larger compared to a fatigue crack. The
notch must thus be treated as an artificial defect and does not in general represent a real
defect.
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2.8

Procedures

The output from an EC system is a signal describing the measured impedance in the
sensing elements of the probe. This signal is usually altered by various processing steps.
The probe is often represented as one leg in a balancing bridge circuit (e.g. Wheatstone
bridge). The operator can set some of the other parameters to place the signal at zero
voltage on flaw-less material in order to optimize the response of defects (or sensitivity
to variations from this balancing point). This procedure is called nulling and is handled
by the inspection system. The signal may also be amplified, filtered through high-, lowor band pass filters, rotated in phase to finally be displayed on an EC instrument or a
connected computer. The evaluation of the integrity of the material must thus be based
on the use of references containing a flaw, artificial or real which relate the signal to
the state of the object that is inspected. The specific requirements and conditions for
an inspection must be considered in the procedure. These must then be transferred to
mathematical descriptions if the inspection is to be understood by the use of a model.
There is a lot of literature describing how the signal response should be interpreted under
various conditions. The interpretations require, in general, highly skilled and experienced
operators. To enable a good inspection procedure it is important to ensure
• Coverage of the surface to be inspected
• The sensitivity is sufficient
• Noise parameters are identified and controlled
• The detection capability is verified
• Impedance signals is accurately interpreted
• The system is maintained over time
A physical model describing the system can aid in all the points above and this is the
driving force behind model based signal predictions. The first five points are studied
through probe-flaw response prediction and model based POD. The last point is aided by
theoretical understanding and training of personnel.

2.9

Experimental system

A laboratory system to carry out EC measurements was built in order to validate the
numerical models and the approach for model based POD assessments. The goal of this
system was to be able to move different probes in a controlled motion and continuously
capture the eddy current output signal together with the position of the probe. The system
was set up using two linear guide actuators connected perpendicularly to form an x-y
table, see figure 2.6. Two stepper motors were connected to the actuators for movement of
the probe holder. A control unit was connected to the motors and a LabVIEW program
built in order to control the motion and signal capture. The LabVIEW program was
developed to handle the eddy current data and to build signal maps in the x-y plane
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using the impedance signal from individual scans, see figure 2.7. A surface scan may take
up to 30 minutes capturing x, y and time signals at a sampling rate of 50 Hz, generating
signal map image sizes of 1-10 Mb.

(a) x-y table.

(b) Labview control program.

Figure 2.6: Experimental eddy current system.
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The experimental system is built to handle different probe types and for x-y scan with
high position accuracy of the order of ∼ 10 µm. The high position accuracy results in
a restriction of the scan speed which must be low ≤ 5 mm/s. The probe holder has a
micrometer actuator along the z axis and is spring loaded when the probe is put down
directly on to the surface. The z positioning is handled manually and decoupled from the
motion control system. Using a raster scan with an index step of 50 µm gives a detailed
signal response map over a surface. This index step is used in figure 2.7. The fatigue crack
studied has a length of 1.02 mm. The amplitude is given as a fraction of the response
from the calibration notch |ZN |, which in this case is rectangular with dimensions 0.76
mm long, 0.38 mm deep and 0.076 mm wide.

0.4
|Z | 0.3
|Z N |

0.2
0.1
0
3
6

2

y [mm]

4
1

2
0

x [mm]

0

Figure 2.7: Detailed scan over a 1.02 mm long, penny-shaped fatigue crack. The crack is
positioned approximately in the point (3,1) and oriented parallel to the x-axis.
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3

Numerical modelling using FEM

Förster was among the first to develop analytical tools to explain experimental findings
and for predicting the effects of test object properties in eddy current measurements.
Concerning analytical methods of modelling eddy current the most important early contribution to the field was made by Dodd and Deeds who in the late 1960’s derived integral
expressions for the impedance of a coil (Dodd and Deeds 1968). The derivations concerned
the impedance of a coil above a layered half-space conducting medium as well as of a
finite length coil encircling a conducting rod. These models are still widely used for such
geometries, also within this work (Paper A) and figure 2.3. One essential feature is the
description of the individual windings as a current carrying sheet within the coil, which is
a useful and widely accepted approximation.
Finite element modelling of eddy current phenomena started with pioneering work in
the 1970’s. The first geometries studied were axisymmetrical and showed direct evidence
of the usefulness of the method (Palanisamy and Lord 1979; Ida et al. 1983a; Ida et al.
1983b). The magnetic vector potential, A, is applied for this type of problems due to
the fact that Gauss equation ∇ · B = 0 is satisfied automatically. The eddy current
problem is convenient to formulate as a low frequency problem which is a natural and
accurate description as conduction currents is large compared to displacement currents
(Bı́ró and Preis 1989). There are many textbooks concerning numerical modelling of
electromagnetics including eddy currents, one more devoted to NDE applications may be
explicitly recommended (Ida 1995). The general description of the formulation using the
magnetic vector potential A and the electric scalar potential V is

∇×






1
∂A
×A +σ
+ ∇V = Js
µ
∂t


∂A
∇·σ
+ ∇V = 0
∂t
∇ · Js = 0

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

where Js is the external current of the coil, µ the magnetic permeability and σ the
electrical conductivity. The magnetic potential is, however, not uniquely determined as
any gradient of a scalar potential, ∇V , can be added without changing the magnetic
field B, this is called gauge condition. Using different gauge conditions for the magnetic
vector potential in eddy current formulations are studied in (Song and Ida 1991; Morisue
1993). The first 3D FE models used nodal elements (Ida et al. 1985; Bı́ró and Preis
1990) but later also edge elements. Edge elements give good approximations even at
corners where the permeability changes, which is a problem with nodal formulations (Bı́ró
1999; Liu et al. 2002). The accuracy and computation efficiency is also showed to be
improved by edge element formulations (Nakata et al. 1990; Nakata et al. 1991; Preis et al.
2000). Edge elements have basis functions with tangential components that are continuous
across element borders but the normal component is allowed to be discontinuous. This is
suitable for approximative solutions of curl-curl equations of vector quantities such as the
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magnetic vector potential. Developments within the field of finite element analysis have
rendered a wide range of commercially available software packages that can be utilized for
eddy current related analysis. Edge elements are mainly used together with the software
COMSOL Multiphysics for the 3D computations within this work.

3.1

Calculation of impedance

The interesting output variable from a model of an eddy current inspection is the
impedance. This is the experimental quantity that is used for the material integrity
evaluation. The principles of calculation of impedance from a numerical model are
presented below. First, the 2D and the axisymmetrical case are studied, these are very
similar. For such problems the electric field and magnetic vector potential are assumed to
be constant along one of the coordinate directions. The voltage induced in a length of
wire is described according to
Z
V = jω
A · dS
(3.4)
S

It is then possible to compute the impedance response in a single loop with radius r,
carrying the current I, as Z = V /I = jω2πrAϕ (r, z)/I in the axisymmetrical case. The
single loop describes a delta function coil existing only in the position (r, z). Superposition
of many such delta coils are used to account for the width and height of the more realistic
coil. Assuming that the current density is homogeneous within the coil gives the total
impedance of the coil by
Z=

jω2πn2
i0 A2c

ZZ

A(r, z)r drdz

(3.5)

Ac

Here, i0 is the current density, n is the number of loops and Ac is the total cross-sectional
area of the coil. It is assumed that the number of loops per area is constant. The result
in equation (3.5) relies on the symmetry of the magnetic vector potential which must be
constant along the direction of the electromotive force within the coil. This is not the
case in 3D which therefore calls for other alternatives. The calculation of impedance can
then be made considering the energy of the system containing the probe, material, defect
and surrounding air. The calculation of impedance from energy considerations relies on
the use of Poynting’s theorem for complex phasors
P = E × H∗

(3.6)

where ∗ is indicating complex conjugate. Poynting’s vector P is representing the complex
power emitted from the input terminals to the electromagnetic fields. The complex
notation is suitable since EC problems are treated as quasi-static in time. Using Ohm’s
law gives the relation between the impedance and the power as Z = P/I 2 . This allows
a relation between the electromagnetic fields and the impedance of the parts carrying
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external current. The resulting equation of the impedance due to a defect is
I
1
(Eb × H∗ b − Ea × H∗ a ) · n̂dS =
∆Z = Zb − Za =
I · I∗ s


Z
σb
σa
jω
∗
∗
∗
∗
(µb Hb · Hb − µa Ha · Ha ) −
Eb · Eb −
Ea · Ea dV
I2 V
jω
jω

(3.7)

where Zb and Za represent the impedance with and without the defect respectively. Here,
V is the total volume of the model and an accurate calculation of impedance is in some
sense relying on a capture of the total field build up by the external current in the coil (Ida
1988).

3.2

Modelling in 2D

A 2D model in plane symmetry was studied and compared to an analytical solution in
(Larsson and Rosell 2011). The FEM model was implemented in Matlab following the
principles in (Bondeson et al. 2005). This implementation is described here in order to
present a simplified (as being 2D) FEM implementation of the eddy current problem
using first order nodal elements. The 2D problem with currents flowing in the z-direction
has variations occurring only in the x- and y-directions. The potentials A and V can be
chosen as
A = Az (x, y)ẑ,

V =0

(3.8)

The electric potential is constant over the whole cross sectional area as no driving force
can create currents other than in the direction out of the plane. Writing the magnetic
field B = ∇ × A = ∇Az × ẑ gives, based on equations (3.1)–(3.3), the final equation
−∇ · µ−1 ∇Az + jωσAz = Jzs

(3.9)

The solution of Az must be restricted to a limited domain S in space. The outer boundary
is situated far from any source current which corresponds to setting Az = 0 on ∂S. The
truncation of outer boundaries must be set sufficiently far away from the probe (Paper
A). This problem is shared in many open boundary electromagnetic problems and other
treatments using hybrid models (Nath et al. 1993; Fetzer et al. 1997) or so-called infinite
elements have been considered (Ida et al. 1987). Multiplying equation (3.9) with a test
function w(i) and integrate over the total surface S gives
Z

S

µ−1 ∇w(i) · ∇Az + jωσw(i) Az dS −

Z

w(i) µ−1 ∇Az dL =
∂S
|
{z
}

Z

w(i) Jzs dS

(3.10)

set w(i) =0 on ∂S

Expanding the magnetic vector potential in a set of basis functions gives
Az (x, y) =

N
X

A(j) ϕ(j) (x, y)

j=1
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(3.11)

where N is the total number of basis functions used in the expansion. The number of
these basis functions corresponds to the nodes of the triangular mesh. Usage of Galerkin’s
method, i.e. w(i) (x, y) = ϕ(i) (x, y) for all nodes where Az is unknown and substituting
(3.11) into (3.10) gives a linear system of equations, Az = b. The coefficients are given by
A(ij) =
z (j) =
b(i) =

Z

µ−1 ∇ϕ(i) · ∇ϕ(j) + jωσϕ(i) ϕ(j) dS

S
A(j)
z

Z

S

(3.12)
(3.13)

ϕ(i) Jzs dS

(3.14)

Implementation of a linear basis function is used here. The basis functions have the value
of 1 for node i and zero on the other nodes of an element.
ϕ(i) = a(i) + b(i) x + c(i) y.

(3.15)

The matrix and vector components (3.12)–(3.14) are computed by considering the contribution from each element. The coefficients are computed as
A(ij) =
=

Z

µ−1 ∇ϕ(i) · ∇ϕ(j) + jωσϕ(i) ϕ(j) dS

S
E
XZ
e=1

Se

µ−1 ∇ϕ(i) · ∇ϕ(j) + jωσϕ(i) ϕ(j) dSe

(3.16)
(3.17)

where E is the number of elements and Se is the element surface. The conductor is
assumed to be built up from a homogeneous distribution of current carrying wires. The
individual current in each wire is I and a total number of wires are n. The wire structure
is difficult to maintain in a simple finite element analysis, so an evenly distributed current
over the cross-sectional area of the conductor is assumed. The external current applied to
node i is then described as
X 1 A(ei )
b(i) =
·In
(3.18)
3 AC
e
i

where the sum is taken over the elements ei with area A(ei ) , carrying the external current
and connected to node i. AC in equation (3.18) is representing the cross-section area of
the conductor. A comparison with an analytical approach is presented in (Larsson and
Rosell 2011). The geometry studied is a straight conductor carrying external current over
a conductive half plane with a cylindrical defect. Comparison with the derived analytical
solution can be useful when setting up and understanding the FE model. Figure 3.1
shows the impact of element size at various frequencies. This is corresponding to different
depths of penetration of the induced currents. The result is important to consider in
3D models in order to get accurate results with a limited number of degrees of freedom
(DOF). The figure shows that the penetration depth must be resolved with approximately
four linear elements in order to give sufficient accuracy in signal prediction.
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Figure 3.1: Real and imaginary part of the impedance as a function of frequency. Different
mesh densities are compared to an analytic solution. Mesh presented around the flaw of
the 2D problem and element size at the surface stated.

3.3

Modelling in 3D

One of the great benefits of FEM is that general geometries can be studied. In modelling
of EC NDE this feature enables the study of signal responses on curved surfaces as well as
using defects and probes with complex shapes. However, the effort of creating such models
can be considerable. The models may also require many degrees of freedom resulting
in expensive computations. There is also possibilities to implement complex material
properties in 3D finite element models. This may include non-linear, anisotropic and
inhomogeneous permeability or anisotropic and inhomogeneous conductivity. Permeability
has in this work always been considered constant and homogeneous but crack descriptions
has been studied by using anisotropic material conductivity (Paper B). There is also a
possibility to study noise models by implementation of inhomogeneous or even anisotropic
conductivity in the bulk material.
Figures 3.4–3.19 present FEM computations of eddy current responses due to various flaws.
The input configuration used and a short interpretation of the probe-flaw interactions
are included in table 3.1. The results are intended both to be used by eddy current
practitioners, and to show typical configurations that might be studied using numerical
modelling of EC NDE. The examples are considering paramagnetic material with µr = 1.
The width of the defect is in all computations approximately 7.5% of the penetration
depth δ. The defect sizes and positions are related to the penetration depth δ in order to
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achieve a more general computation scheme. The probe geometry is an absolute air-cored
coil in all examples. The probe used induces circular (or eddy) currents with a diameter
close to 2δ at the maximum current density on the surface, see figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Contour curves of induced current density as a fraction of the maximum value
J0 on the surface.

The amplitudes in figures 3.4–3.19 are scaled with the maximum amplitude of the 2δ
long, penny-shaped defect. Choosing another probe will alter the distribution of induced
currents and therefore change the defect responses. The figures are, however, intended
to qualitatively present the impedance response to various flaws. A view of the probe
and block with mesh from one of the calculations is presented in figure 3.3. Here, the
conductivity of Ti-6AL-4V is used and a frequency of 1 MHz of the applied magnetic field.
Using an identical probe on a material with another conductivity will yield the same
relative change in signal responses if the penetration depth is identical. The same penetration depth is achieved by changing the test frequency according to equation (2.2) on page 7.
A practical eddy current inspection includes a specific probe optimized for the procedure.
The noise in the system is not captured in the computations and must therefore be
considered in order to understand the detection possibilities of the real system. As an
example of this, data from Paper C may be used as the experimental conditions are
similar to the ones presented in figures 3.4–3.19. The defects here are, however, modelled
as air filled and are therefore producing larger signal responses compared to closed fatigue
cracks. Closed fatigue cracks may have bridging electric contacts between the faces which
is shown to be present in Ti-6Al-4V (Paper B, C).
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Table 3.1: Summary of figures
Figure
3.4–3.6

Defect type
Long,
striplike crack

Variable
Depth & tilt & subsurface

3.7–3.9

Spherical defect

Size & sub-surface
position

3.10–3.11

Rectangular
defect

Length & depth

3.12–3.13

Half-penny
shaped defect

Size & tilt

3.14–3.15

Half-penny
shaped defect

Lift-off & tilt of
probe

3.16–3.18

Rectangular
& half-penny
shaped back
wall defect
Edge defect

Size & geometry

3.19

Size
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Comments
Maximum amplitude as probe is positioned over
crack centre. Phase of the impedance in X-Y
plot is moving clockwise as the defect is positioned deeper into the material. It is clear that a
small tilt angle has a quite limited effect on the
impedance. It is also shown that the amplitude
is decreasing fast with the distance as the defect
is positioned sub-surface.
Maximum amplitude appears as the probe is positioned at the side of the defect. That location
is most effectively changing the induced currents.
The signal drops as the probe is located over the
centre of the defect as the induced currents flow
around the defect. The two amplitude peaks are
related to the induced current density distribution and thus the probe size. The peaks are thus
positioned approximately at the same places for
all defect sizes.
Maximum amplitude is at the corner of the defect. As the defect gets long compared to the
induced current distribution there is a transition
towards a single peak in amplitude as the probe
is positioned over the centre. The increase in
depth is causing a decrease in amplitude and a
phase shift in the impedance plane.
The shape is similar to fatigue cracks and the
signal response can be compared to rectangular
defects in previous figures.
It is clear that lift-off and tilt angle of the probe
is important variables that must be controlled
in any EC inspection. The signal can be used to
ensure alignment of the probe in a calibration
procedure as a small tilt angle is breaking the
symmetry of the amplitude.
The rectangular and half-penny shaped defect
can be compared between the figures. All bulk
materials are thin and the defect is positioned
on the opposite side of the probe.
Maximum amplitude appears as the probe is
positioned over the centre of the defect. The
inspection procedure must ensure that the positioned relative the edge is as constant as possible
as there will be a significant signal change when
the probe is moved over the material edge.

Figure 3.3: Mesh of the probe and block in the calculation of the response from a long
strip-like crack.
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(a) Impedance plane.

Figure 3.4: Long strip-like crack with varying depth.
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Figure 3.5: Long strip-like crack with varying tilt angle.
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Figure 3.6: Long strip-like crack, subsurface.
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Figure 3.7: Half-spherical surface defect with varying radius.
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Figure 3.8: Spherical subsurface defect at varying depth.
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Figure 3.9: Spherical subsurface defect at varying depth.
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Figure 3.10: Rectangular defect with constant depth and varying length.
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Figure 3.11: Rectangular defect with constant depth and varying length.
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Figure 3.12: Half-penny shaped defect with varying radius.
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Figure 3.13: Half-penny shaped defect with varying tilt angle.
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Figure 3.14: Lift-off change over half-penny shaped defect.
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Figure 3.15: Probe tilt change over half-penny shaped defect.
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Figure 3.16: Subsurface rectangular defect in thin material.
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Figure 3.17: Subsurface half-penny shaped defect in thin material.
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Figure 3.18: Rectangular defect subsurface in thin material.
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Figure 3.19: Edge defect.
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4
4.1

Probability of detection
Introduction

One of the main goals with the work presented here is to use mathematical models in the
framework of probability of detection assessments in eddy current NDE. The background
of POD is presented in this chapter in order to describe this in relation to eddy current
modelling. The purpose here is also to present some of the statistical background as it is
most important to bare this in mind when discussing matters regarding the capability
of NDE methods. Eddy current inspections are often automated with the output as a
signal response proportional to a defect size parameter. It is these procedures that are
addressed within this work, as the physical model in its present state does not handle the
human influence. One may argue that the POD of an automated system refers to the
signal presentation on the screen of the eddy current instrument and not on the actual
result in the inspection protocol. This must be considered at least if there is a human
involved as interpreter in the process. The limitation is assumed here and EC output
data refer to the recorded signal on the screen. The data from these systems provide
so-called â versus a data (signal versus defect size) and the statistical properties must
be treated accordingly. The other option is that the system gives binary data i.e. of hit
or miss nature. This is common for different NDE systems such as FPI, the statistical
background is presented in for example in (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009; Berens 1989) and is
not discussed here.

4.2

Background

Many NDE systems are driven by the goal to detect smaller and smaller defects. When
applied under these extreme conditions, not all flaws of the same size will be detected.
Variations of the signal response to different defects of the same size demonstrate that
POD is needed for the description of method capability. The resulting POD is depending
on several factors and not only defect size. Defect size could relate for example to crack
length, depth or some other characteristic parameter combination. For a given NDE
application there is no possibility to know the true POD as this is a statistical property
and an infinite number of samples thus are needed. The capability of the NDE system can
only be demonstrated with representative experiments from which the true POD curve is
estimated. The estimation technique can be based on a parametric or non-parametric
approach. The parametric approach uses the information in a statistical model that is
assuming some basic properties of the capability, for example that the POD increase with
increasing defect size. The non-parametric approach estimates the POD at individual
defect sizes, not assuming any POD model. The theoretically true POD can thus only be
retrieved from a non-parametric approach not making any assumptions on the data. The
result from a POD assessment results in a curve that states the probability of detecting
a defect of size a. The parametric approach is the most commonly applied and is often
presented together with confidence bounds due to the statistical nature of the POD model.
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An experimental POD curve estimation should be conducted with the relevant procedure
on representative objects with known defect sizes. The estimated POD will be subjected
to statistical variation that results from all uncontrolled factors related to the inspection
process. The POD result is used in the design of components when principles of damage
tolerance design are applied. A commonly used design criterion within the aerospace
community is that the system should manage a 90 % detection level at the criterion
for damage tolerance design. The size of the defect that is the outcome from a POD
assessment should be taken at the 95% lower confidence bound at this detection level.
The notation for this is a90/95 .
Demonstration of a NDE process can be made by means of a subset of a full POD.
Based on statistical sampling theory, 29 successes in 29 trials at one flaw size give a 95%
confidence that this flaw size will be found 90 % of the time. Different conditions apply
for other levels of confidence (Yee et al. 1976). This method provides less information
about the inspection system than using a range of flaw sizes for test specimens. It is
used mainly as a demonstration if the capability is known a priori. This point estimation
method is useful for qualifying personnel or procedure when the general capabilities of the
process are known (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009). It is however important to also demonstrate
that the POD curve is increasing with increasing defect size, which is vital for a valid
result, but not always true.
Other methods to quantify POD other than the 29/29 point estimate method, consider the
ratio between the number, n, of cracks detected, divided by the total number, N , of cracks
inspected. This is assumed to be a reasonable assessment of system inspection capability
with POD = n/N . The result from such an assessment is a single number for the entire
range of crack sizes. However, since larger cracks in general are easier to find than smaller
ones, cracks are often grouped according to size (Yee et al. 1976; Rummel 1982). Grouping
specimens this way improve the resolution in crack size. However, the resolution in POD
and associated confidence levels suffer because of fewer specimens in each range. This
concept has been further utilized to treat the validity of POD data (Generazio 2009). A
variation of grouping methods were demonstrated and it was argued that they all suffered
from problems with the calculation of the lower confidence bound (Berens and Hovey
1981). The data traditionally used in these assessments were of hit/miss nature. Another
use of the binary (hit/miss) output was to assume a mathematical relationship between
POD and size i.e. a parametric POD model, and then estimate the parameters of this
model with the use of a statistical framework. The amplitude, â, of the output signal has
made it possible to extract more information and improve the P OD(a) estimates. The
methods presented in (Generazio 2009) may be applied for such data by conversion of the
signal response to binary output. There are thus two main approaches to estimate the
POD. In this work the methods of Berens are mainly used (Berens 1989). This method
represents the most widely used technique in aerospace applications with a well described
guideline (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009) also thoroughly described in (Gandossi and Annis 2010;
Annis and Vukelich 1993).
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4.3

Considerations for EC POD

An understanding of the sources of variations and relevant parameters in an eddy current
procedure are critical in order to build a POD curve for a method procedure. A large
number of parameters can be related to variations in a procedure and it is important
to conclude the important ones with an impact on the method capability. For a given
procedure there are usually a set of variables that may be considered as fixed, stated in the
procedure specification. These variables are important concerning the value but are not
representing a significant influence to variations in the flaw response. Table 4.1 presents
the typical parameters belonging to an eddy current procedure, divided in influencing and
those usually considered fixed. The influencing parameters are important to consider both
regarding their nominal values but also their distributions. Variations due to properties
of a surface connected crack are also included in the table. The POD curve is built under
the assumption that defects of equal sizes give different responses and all variables that
may have an impact on this must be evaluated. The table shows the variables that must
be considered here, but others may apply for specific procedures, see for example (ENIQ
2005). The characteristics of the variables can be broken down to a number of individual
properties which may not be relevant for an experimental procedure but are important
for a model based POD assessment.
Table 4.1: Parameters related to the capability of eddy current procedures
Procedure variations
Inspector changes/conditions
Sensor changes
Sensor positioning
Loading of component
Position of component
Calibration
Calibration object (if varied)
Repetition

4.4

Crack variations
Size
Shape
Crack location
Orientation
Tilt
Width
Electric contact
Oxides/Chemistry

Fixed
Test frequency
Probe design
Scan plan
Scanning index/speed
HP/LP filters
Threshold levels
Hardware
Signal capture/digitalisation

Parametric â versus a methodology

Eddy current data sampled from an automated or semi-automated system respond to the
individual defect with a specific impedance value. The impedance response is depending
on several factors coupled to the defect as well as the surrounding material and status
of the inspection process. The signal response can easily be recorded and allow the
evaluation of every defect of size a to be related to a signal response â. The output â
represents some kind of impedance signal measure, often referred to a specific calibration
value. The â versus a methodology, which nearly always is considered for eddy current
NDE, has a few characteristic parameters that must be considered when building the
parametric POD curve. One of the most significant is the noise threshold âth which gives
a level where it is not possible to distinguish between noise and signal. Figure 2.4 gives
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an example of two different noise levels. Another important parameter is the decision
threshold âdec which may in practice be selected as the last step when creating the POD
curve. A decision threshold too close to the noise level will cause an increased probability
of false alarms (PFA). A signal due to a flaw that is indistinguishable from the system
noise is said to be left censored. The right censoring value corresponds to the maximum
possible signal at the level of âsat , which may occur in eddy current procedures as the
signal saturates in the selected volt range on the screen.
If ga (â) represents the probability density function for the system output parameter â at
the specific flaw size a, the P OD(a) is defined as
Z ∞
P OD(a) =
ga (â)dâ
(4.1)
âdec

The P OD(a) function can thus be obtained from the relation between a and â. The
standard approach to establish the function ga (â) assumes that the correlating function
defines the mean of ga (â) and that the random error term is constant â = µ(a) +  (Berens
1989). The random characteristics of  defines the probability density of ga (â) around the
mean µ(a) and should be normally distributed with constant variance for all defect sizes
in the used parametric POD model. The next step is to find a proper function to describe
the relation between â and a. It is common to describe NDE data using log(a) and log(â).
It is, however, pointed out in (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009) that linear relations between log(a)
and â, a and log(â) as well as a and â should also be considered. The choice should be
that which appears to describe the data best by a straight line and a constant variance of
the data. Statistical tests can be used for guidance. In figure 4.1 we have an example of
a result from an eddy current inspection. We ignore the procedure and concentrate on
the statistical treatment of the data in order to generate the POD curve. The residuals
are plotted in figure 4.2 and it can be argued that the â versus a data qualifies best for
the parametric POD model. The â versus log(a) and log(â) versus a show that higher
order terms should be added to the linear model. The log(â) versus log(a) represents a
situation where the variance of the observations is decreasing with larger values of log(a).
Using the â versus a relation give
â = β0 + β1 a + 

(4.2)

where  is normally distributed with zero mean and a constant standard deviation σ .
Under these assumptions, we arrive at a parametric POD. The P OD(a) function is
calculated by P OD(a) = Probability[â > âdec ] which gives


a − (âdec − β0 )/β1
P OD(a) = Φ
(4.3)
σ /β1
where Φ is the cumulative normal distribution function with mean and standard deviation
according to
µ

=

σ

=

âdec − β0
β1
σ
β1
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(4.4)
(4.5)
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Figure 4.1: Regressions of test data.
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Figure 4.2: Residuals
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Parameter estimation can be based on the principles of maximum likelihood. Likelihood
is similar to probability but describes the behaviour of the parameters given the data.
This provides the model parameters and estimates their variability which is used to create
the P OD(a) function and its confidence bound. Let (Xi , Yi ) represent the outcome of the
i:th inspection (ai , âi ) and let f (Xi , θ) be the probability of obtaining Xi . The vector θ
holds all model parameters, which in this case are represented by θ = (β0 , β1 , σ ). Hence,
f (Xi , θ) is a normal density function given by N (β0 + β1 a, σ ). The likelihood L is given
by the function
Y
L(θ) =
f (Xi , θ)
(4.6)
i

The maximum likelihood is the value θ̂ that maximizes L(θ) for a given outcome Xi . For
some models it is more convenient to work with log(L(θ)) which is also maximized at θ̂.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the model parameters are therefore given by the
solution to the equations
∂ log(L(θ))
=0
(4.7)
∂θk
The â values that falls below the noise threshold or above the saturation limit must be
treated properly when estimating the model parameters β0 , β1 and σ . The probability
of obtaining a value âi below the noise threshold for the ith flaw is Φ(âth ) and above the
saturation limit is 1−Φ(âsat ). The log-likelihood for a number of independent observations
is
log L(β0 , β1 , σ )

=

n
n
1 X
2
[Yi − (β0 + β1 Xi )]
log(2π) − n log(σ ) − 2
2
2σ i
X
X
log(1 − Φisat (ysat ))
log(Φith (yth )) +
+
(4.8)

−

ith

isat

where n is the number of uncensored values, ith and isat are the left and right censored
observations, respectively. The maximum likelihood estimates are asymptotically unbiased,
however, in this caseP
when there are no censored values it is possible to use the least
square estimate σ̂2 = i ei /(n − 2). This gives the expected value E[σ̂2 ] = σ2 in contrast
2
2
2
of the asymptotically unbiased maximum likelihood estimator E[σ̂,M
L ] = σ − σ /n.
With this data it is possible to determine the confidence interval on the regression of
the data as well as determine the P OD(a) function as presented in figure 4.3. Lines are
also introduced which indicates the 90% prediction interval for a new observation. It is
clear from the figure this treatment does not require all crack sizes to be represented
in the range where the POD curve is rapidly changing. The parametric model is using
information from all cracks to estimate the variability and mean values at each size which
gives the POD curve.
The P OD(a) function is created as a cumulative normal distribution function with estimated parameters from (4.4) and (4.5) based on the maximum likelihood analysis. The
next step is to create the lower 95% confidence limit which by convention often is used
as the defect size design value based on a POD assessment. The uncertainty of the
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Figure 4.3: POD model adapted to data.

POD curve parameters is associated with the estimation of the regression parameters
(β̂0 , β̂1 , σ̂ ). The estimated POD curve parameters (µ̂, σ̂) vary around the true values
(µ, σ). The confidence band can be constructed by the principles of (Cheng and Iles 1983;
Cheng and Iles 1988) or by the Wald method as presented in (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009),
the latter is used in Paper C. The lower 95% confidence bound can now be added to the
P OD curve which gives the a90/95 value according to figure 4.4.
The POD curve and the lower confidence limit give an estimation of the detection capability
of the procedure and what defects could be missed by the NDE system. It couples directly
to the procedure, defect, hardware and the human influence. When demonstrating eddy
current procedures it is important to show that the result holds for all equipment intended
for use, particularly probes. It is also important to show that parameters such as lift-off
are within the prescribed limits of the procedure. The steps presented here show how
the typical parametric POD curve is retrieved. This model must be used carefully and
the input data must follow the required statistical properties, independent data, constant
variance and normally distributed residuals2 , as given by (Berens and Hovey 1981; Berens
1989).

2 The

model requires also linearity in regression parameters, which is omitted in the discussion here.
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Figure 4.4: POD curve and the lower 95% confidence limit.

4.5

Model based POD

To determine a POD curve involves the creation of relevant test objects in sufficiently
large numbers and with defects of various sizes. Such objects are in general expensive
and it is a time consuming process to establish them. If the inspection procedure is
applied to another material or in geometries different from that of the test objects, the
POD most likely is no longer valid. It is common in eddy current testing to use flat
test objects with fatigue cracks. These test objects may be argumented to be valid
even if the procedure is applied on curved surfaces. One of the problems is the cost
involved with creating real fatigue cracks in component mock-ups. This difficulty is
sometimes handled with the delta POD approach. In that case artificial defects that
are simple to manufacture, for example EDM notches, are produced in complex geometries. These defects are used for the POD assessment by comparing the procedure in a
simple geometry on real and artificial defects. This gives the possibility to transfer the
information to the POD on the more complex part with real defects. This methodology
is sometimes also called the transfer function approach (Thompson 2001; Thompson 2007).
Model based POD has the potential to effectively evaluate process changes and estimate
results in complex geometries. It can also aid in the POD assessment using transfer
functions. The nature of the models determines to some extent how the result can be
employed. In order to produce results as input to design of components, the models
need to be validated and include defects with characteristics close to real defects. The
variability of all other relevant parameters must be included in the model. It is also
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important to generate an estimation of the POD that is conservative in its nature. These
points represent the ultimate goal. Models today may however give input to procedure set
up, generate fast results in an early stage and estimate effects of variations in geometry,
material, equipment, procedure and flaws. The approach for model based POD used
on eddy current procedures has been studied prior to this work but not with the whole
complexity of the real procedure included (Beissner and Graves III 1990; Nakagawa and
Beissner 1990; Nakagawa et al. 1990; Rajesh et al. 1993). General discussions on the topic
are quite rare but at least the articles (Wall 1997; Thompson 2007) and the chapter on
the topic in (MIL-HDBK-1823 2009) are well worth reading.

There are two main approaches that should be mentioned concerning model based POD,
see figure 4.5. The first approach is the delta POD concept using transfer functions. By
the use of transfer functions the real POD is estimated based on the difference between
artificial and real defects in a simple geometry, using for example plane surface test
pieces. The base line POD estimated in a simple geometry gives the estimated â versus a
parameters (ξˆ0 , ξˆ1 , σ̂ξ ). The knowledge deduced by the transfer function approach will
then allow the computation of a new set of parameters (β̂0 , β̂1 , σ̂ ), which are used for
estimation of the POD in the complex geometry. A simulation based approach may
substitute the experimental trials on complex geometries but still using simple defects. It
can also be the case that some parameters of variation are studied in a model and some
in experimental procedures, for example capturing the influence from humans. There
is also a possibility to use measured noise characteristics on the nominal model based
response (Knopp et al. 2007). However, this approach does not include variations in
defects characteristics.

Figure 4.5: The use of model based POD.
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The second approach is to generate a full model based POD. This methodology can in
turn be divided into two different concepts based on the access and treatment of modelled
data. The idea is to systematically identify the factors that influence the variability of
the NDE procedure. Noise and signal factors must then be included in the model. If
computations are expensive such an approach can be used to retrieve synthetic data and
treat this in analogue to experimentally obtained data (Dominguez and Jenson 2010)
and also (Paper C). This concept results in a parametric POD using the statistical
model described in section 4.4. The other approach for a full model based POD is
to estimate the signal distribution for a defect of a specific size, see figure 4.6. The
signal distributions are depending on the variation of procedure parameters and defect
characteristics. Noise may also be estimated in order to estimate the probability of false
alarms (PFA). Such an approach requires a Monte Carlo method where a large number of
parameter configurations are used at each defect size. This concept is based on a large
number of computations, which thus must be efficient. The result is not influenced by
any statistical model and is thus representing a non-parametric POD. This approach can
therefore also be used to gain deeper understanding of the concept and statistical tools
used for POD estimation.
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Figure 4.6: Distributions of noise and signal from a crack retrieved in a modelled eddy
current procedure.
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5

Summaries of appended papers

Paper A: Modelling a Differential Sensor in Eddy Current Non-Destructive Evaluation
A 3D validation case from the literature is studied. Using this framework, the set
up of a FE model is developed with the goal to arrive at an applicable methodology for
EC modelling. The FE model with the probe impedance as output variable must produce
results with good precision. Model based POD requires small signal variations to be
captured. Axisymetric FE models and also analytic models are successfully used here
to gain understanding of how to build efficient 3D FE models. Conclusions about errors
introduced from truncation of the outer boundary and mesh configurations are drawn.

Paper B: Finite Element Modelling of Closed Cracks in Eddy Current Testing
The closed fatigue crack in Ti-6AL-4V is studied. An experimental set up for evaluation of the establishment of electric connections between the crack faces is developed.
Different kinds of contact models are tested and the importance and complexity of the
contact within closed fatigue cracks are showed. It is concluded that this requires a
complex model with several parameters. It is however possible to resemble the contact
characteristics in a model. This is important in order to describe the natural defect
and to include its properties in a model based POD assessment. The experimental work
presented shows the impact from the characteristics of the crack to the eddy current
response as surface oxides build up on the crack faces. The importance of describing the
electric contacts within cracks in Ti-6AL-4V is enlightened.

Paper C: Comparison of Experimental and Model Based POD in a Simplified Eddy
Current Procedure
A realistic procedure including relevant defects is evaluated in both experiments and in a
numerical model. This work serves as a first validation of the model based POD approach
and is regarding the usage of synthetic data treated analogously with experimental data.
It is shown that it is possible to get good agreement, but this requires the development
of a satisfying fatigue crack model. The crack model describes the characteristics in a
statistical approach, not focusing on individual defects. The model is constructed based
on a limited number of experiments. Electric contacts between the crack surfaces are
needed to explain the signal response characteristics of the closed fatigue cracks used in
the experimental POD assessment. The results show good agreement in estimation of
POD based on numerical and experimental data, respectively.
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6

Conclusions and future work

The goal of this work has been to develop a FE model that is able to predict EC signal
responses in realistic NDE configurations. The model is developed to include distribution
of several parameters coupled to a typical procedure. The computations must be efficient
in order to estimate the method capability in the framework of POD. The initial part of
the work has focused on the modelling aspects and the description of the fatigue crack.
The second part has focused on how to implement procedure variations and to build
a methodology for model based POD. The work has continuously been accompanied
with experimental validations. The points below summarize the major conclusions from
Papers A-C.
• The outer boundaries in a FE model of eddy current are describing the fields at
a position placed infinitely far away from the probe and flaw interaction. The
truncation can be made at the position where the magnetic vector potential has
decreased to 1% of its maximum amplitude. This position can efficiently be evaluated
in a simplified model.
• The predication of EC impedance signals from an absolute coil as well as a receiving
coil can be predicted by the numerical model.
• Electrical contacts within a closed fatigue crack can be evaluated in an experimental
set up using eddy current measurements as different levels of static loads are applied
across the crack.
• Electrical contacts between crack faces are important to include in a model of a
closed fatigue crack in Ti-6AL-4V in order to get realistic signal predictions. The
small width of a fatigue crack is also important to include in a model even if the
electric contacts are non-significant within the crack.
• The variations of parameters in an eddy current procedure can be captured in a FE
model. This enable the usage of model based POD for realistic procedures.
Modelling of the natural, real, defect is a challenging quest. Regarding POD this objective
is reduced to capture the statistical behaviour of defects. Even in that sense it is important
to present a description that represents the defects at all possible inspection configurations.
This development starts with a methodology to evaluate the electrical contacts between
the crack faces more thoroughly by for example considering many inspection frequencies.
This will give the possibility to describe and characterize individual defects or a specific
set used for POD. It is also important to include different materials in the evaluation.
Modelling the natural defect can also show how special features influence the detection
possibilities. This goal does not only include a description of the electrical contacts within
a defect but also its 3D geometry. There are also important steps regarding the use of
such defects in model based POD assessments, for example to determine the variability of
the characteristic parameters of the defect. A model based non-parametric POD used
for studying the signal distribution, should be compared to experimental data. Such a
model can be used to study variations in procedure parameters in relation to the POD
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estimation. The model based POD concept should also be applied to complex geometries.
The approach could in that case also consider the use of transfer functions. Such studies
will aid in the development and understanding of new eddy current inspection procedures.
A physical model can be a useful tool in several steps when developing a procedure.
The use of such models may in the future be a natural and vital part in the process of
understanding the limitations, capability and reliability of a NDE procedure.
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